A genuine treat for guests!
I’ve made this incredible palate cleanser many times
since I ﬁrst had it at a friends wedding, and it’s
evolved into a beautiful mid-meal treat - or the
perfect dessert!

2 cups Water
1 cup Sugar
Mint Sprigs (for infusing Water/Sugar syrup and for garnish)
6 dried Hibiscus tea leaves
4 small Lemons + 1 Lime - keep ﬁne rind from the top ⅓ of each Lemon
½ cup Lemon juice
½ cup Limoncello
Memories of the
1 tsp Cassis
Amalﬁ Coast!!
Hibiscus Salt

BRING the Water and Sugar, along with the Mint sprigs (saving some for garnish) and
Hibiscus tea leaves, and turn off leaving to cool
STRAIN into a simple syrup
RESERVE the rind off the top ⅓ of each Lemon (and Lime if you like!) before cutting the top ⅓
off. Juice and discard the top ⅓.
REMOVE the insides of the Lemons + Lime over a bowl to catch all the juices
STRAIN sectional skins, pith and seeds leaving approximately ½ cup of juice
COMBINE Lemon/Lime juice, Lemon rind, Limoncello, simple syrup, and Cassis with a pinch of
Hibiscus (or Sea) Salt into a Granita base
PLACE in a metal pan with high sides to LAY FLAT in the freezer
REMOVE a tiny sliver off the ends of the remaining ⅔ cut Lemons to keep stable when
standing
ROLL each Lemon shell lightly in leftover juices and some additional sugar to coat
LAY sugared Lemon shells in a pan in the freezer
CAREFULLY remove the Granita mixture in the pan and scrape to mix with a fork every hour
until an icy granita has formed, about 4-6 hours.
FILL the frozen Lemon shells with frozen Granita, top with a tiny pinch of Hibiscus salt and
small Mint leaves for garnish
SERVE!

Mix it up with your fruits, salts, liqueurs - as long as you keep the ratios similar!

